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IM’BOBUCTIOH

& line scp "bliEe base cirenlii provides a waveform 
whieh exhibits a linear voltage variation with time0 
This type of eiremit has extensive applieation in lab
oratory ose-illoseopes„ radar and television indibators, 
in precision time measurements g and in time modulation.
This type of waveform is customarily referred to as a 
sweep waveform even though it is used in many applications 
other than the horizontal deflection of an electron beam.

In order to classify the caseode sweep generator®
the different types of sweep generators may be divided
into four general types. ' ;

The first type is the gas discharge or the thy-
ratron sweep generator* It is particularly noted for its 
simplicity of operation® This circuit uses the special 
characteristic of a thyratron to automatically charge 
and discharge a sweep capacitor. The method of obtaining 
linearity is to use only a small linear portion of the 
total capacitor charging curve by discharging the capacitor 
before it can be fully charged. • The linearity of this 
sweep depends upon the RO charging time constant of the 
sweep Gapacitor and the duration of the sweep voltage. 
Perfect linearity cannot be obtained by this

.. . i, . : . ■. ■■



method heeatase some exponential curvature in the charg
ing curve of the capacitor always exists0

A multivibrator type of sweep generator is the 
second type of sweep circuit® This type of generator 
uses a monostable multivibrator to gate a switch tube 
which controls the charging and discharging of the sweep, 
capacitor ® The .method of obtaining linearity in this 
type of circuit is identical with that described for 
the thyratron sweep generator» Here again$, the linearity 
is; dependent upon the R0 charging time constant of the 
sweep capacitor and the duration of the sweep voltage®

The third type of sweep generator is similar to 
the second type except that the constant current char
acteristics of a pentode or transistor are used in 
conjunction with the switch tube in order to obtain 
linear charging of the sweep capacitor * Here the lin
earity is dependent upon the constant current character
istics of the pentode or transistor® This circuit is 
capable of generating a much larger sweep voltage than 
the first and second type and still have very good 
linearity® ■

The fourth type of sweep generator is classed 
as those circuits employing a method of feedback to 
linearize the sweep output® The Miller integrator and the 
bootstrap circuit are of this type= These circuits 
are both more complicated than those of the first three
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types c The Miller integrators used in conjunction with 
a switch tubes uses a feedback integrator in a way 
that maintains the voltage across the charging resistor 
constanto Usually a cathode follower: is used in conj
unction with the feedback integrator in order to reduce 
the flyback time® ‘

The bootstrap cathode followed type of circuit 
is used in conjunction with a switch tube® The basic 
principle involved i>. using positive feedback in a 
way that, maintains the voltage across the charging 
resistor const ante Both the Miller integrator aid the 
bootstrap cathode follower are basically very similar®
The linearities obtainable in these two circuits are by 
far.the best of the four different types# but the circuits 
are also more•complex®

. .The easeode sweep generator circuit of this thesis 
is classed. as a multivibrator:, type of'sweep generator®
The linearity of the sweep is also dependent upon the 
RC charging time constant of the sweep capacitor and 
the time duration of the sweep® This circuit uses 
a.new: and different type of multivibrator circuit in 
conjunction with a sweep capacitor» thereby eliminating 
the need for a separate switch tube® . The circuit can 
be made either free running or monos table by a small 
resistor adjustment® The simplicity of the circuit results 
in low design- costs and still, retains many , advantages



of more ooiEplieatied eiretiits0
A praotioal transistor eireolt whieh operates 

on the same principle as the tube eirealt has been 
designed by the author» & complete analysis of both
circuits is presented in this thesiso .



Chapter 2*.

ANALYSIS OF THE TUBE CIRCUIT

2.1 I1T1OBUCTI01

The pmrpos e ©f this ehapter is to describe the 
eiremit operation and to perform a detailed analysis 
of the eirenit. The analysis will inoiude.equivalent 
eirenits and design equations.

2.2 PBIEGIPLE OF OPERATION

The circuit shown in figure 2.1 employs regen
erative switching similar to a basic multivibrator 
circuit. The sweep generator can be made to operate 
either driven (monostable J or recurrent (free running) 9; 
by making a small variation in To explain the oper
ation of the circuit, it is assumed that the circuit is 
adjusted for monostable operation. The circuit has 
three states of operation, the normal state, unstable 
state, and the quasi-stable or timing state.

In its normal state, is conducting and Vg 
is cutoff by the voltage drop across R̂ . See figure 
2^3 for the equivalent circuit. With Vg cutoff, there 
is no current flow in Eg, which means that Vj. is essen
tially biased for operation at zero volts. When.a ,
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negative trigger of large enough magnitude is applied 
to the cathode of Vg; Vg starts to conduct® The circuit 
now operates in an unstable stateg which causes regen
erative switching to'the timing■state® The equivalent 
circuit for the unstable state is shown in figure 2,2,
The loop gain must;be.-greater than one. to. assure that 
the circuit switches from the normal state to the timing 
state® Th® loop gains or switching time® can be determined

■ T,by any standard method of analysis®.
JL'fter the regenerative switching is complete^ 

the circuit is in its timing states ¥]_ off and Vg on°
The equivalent circuit for the timing state is shown in 
figure 2,4® £s seen from figure 2®%  ̂the only source 
of B+ for Vg is the charge on capacitor Gg, This cap
acitor discharges through the circuit and biases 
into cutoffo remains cutoff until such time as dis
charge burremt through Rg is-small, enough that ©gi 
will no longer hold cutoff, During this time, cap
acitor Gj will charge exponentially toward Ebb and. 
provide a sweep output voltage, The duration of the 
sweep (Tglj,. is controlled by the discharge time constant 
of -Gg" This time is such that only a small portion of 
the charging curve for G-j. is used and thereby a linear 
sweep - is attained®. ,

■ . . , " ' ' ■ ■ 'Je Hillman and Taubs Pulse and Digital Circuitsn 
McGraw-Hill Book Go,alnc,^ 19^6» PP® 1%7-152
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... At the end of the timing state, the eireuifc will 
self trigger into the unstable .state» Regenerative 
switching action again takes plae© and the circuit 
switches to the normal state<, $he Instant the circuit 
reaches the normal state5, capacitors and Og discharge 
and charge respectively to their steady state condition^ 
This interval of time is known as the flyback time and is 
discussed in more detail in section 2.̂ .

2.3 DERIVATION OP THE DESIGi'I EqUATIGSS

Assume that the switching time (from state to 
state), is fast enough so that the charges on G-j_' and Gg 
dp, not.change during this Intervals Then# the initial 
charges on 5^ and on Gg in the timing state equal the 
final charges on Gq and Gg in the normal state«
Gerrespohdirgly, the initial charges in the normal state 
equal the final charges in the timing state® Prom the 
normal state.
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From the timing stats*

Where T_ is the time duration of the sweep and

(2-5)

The amplitu.de of the sweep output voltage*
©os will he the total change in voltage on G]_ during 
the timing state» Therefore* from the timing state 
equivalent circuits . . . .

<£\o ■= ec, — {206)

_■ ,  v - t A c ,  , „*•
e c , = £bt? — bb’~r £ C.2» 7 )

/ x z , -V^C, x
. (2.8)

Substituting .equations (211). into"• (2.8) m d  reducing ' 
we have* •



From the figure 2.% it can .he' seen that the plate 
voltage of the cutoff tube is not constant, "but 
varies with time. This also means that the voltage

cutoff voltage, the following approximation is madet

where Ee0 is the cutoff voltage of Ep^ equals the 
plate voltage of and gc»i is the cutoff Mu of It
should be noted that this approximation is applicable 
only to triodeso The amount of error resulting from use 
of the approximation depends upon the specific tube type. 
Figure 2.5 shows how Mcot is determined from the plate 
characteristics^ and also indicates the amount of error 
involved in the approximation® From figure 2®%, the time 
required for eg^ to equal the cutoff voltage of Eool is 
the duration of the timing state® Therefore,

required to cut off also varies® To determine this

(2®10)

(2,11)

From figure 2=4$

(2=12)
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Substitute equation (2»2) in (2ol2)„

e = ^  P? s u  _
^  (*>**• IK +*3+&\

From figure 2o^9

(S’f/ = b by"(jsipy— Xi') ̂  ^ ’c' ^ ^  , (20ii|.)

Substitute equations (2.1) and (2®2),in (2®Ik) 
and. reduce®

-Vtf.e, -±/fzlc-3_
_  ' F b b R t Z  F b b R * £ - ______

Sf,, = Ebb- J7*M>;

Substitute equations (2® 13), and C2®,l5) in (2 = 11) 
and reduce®

J1 C\. ^3 I Ĉ coi -t- l) -fr    (2 16)

Sn equation for the sweep;.voltage linearity will 
now be set up® From equation (2®9)



14.
it is seen that the linearity is wholly dependent upon 
the term

Using a standard method analysis to analyse 
the linearity of this sweep output voltage, the following 
equation results:

the duration of the sweep. The displacement error is 
defined as the maximum difference between the actual 
sweep voltage and a linear sweep which passes through 
the beginning and end points of the actual sweep. (see 
figure 2.6). In equation form.

2

8 Ffi c, (2.17)

Here ê  is the displacement error, and Ts is

e

Es
o t

fig.. 2.d> Displacement erro/? 
definition

J. Millman and H. Taub, Pulse and Digital Circuits, 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1956, pp. llj/T-lfJS



To ohange into pereent multiply by 100*
Further reduction, of the equation for eD can be 

accomplished by approximation using the following series£

(i-s. t/K'c') = ■+ i ( ^ c r ) -------

When the deviation from linearity is very small, the 
above equation can he approximated by the first term 
of the series with little error® Therefore,

/ l - V t/faC' Y= - 1 —  (2.18)
^  ' &\C, . ..

Substitute equation (2»l8) into (2*9) and '(2..16')*

(2.20)
fp, -t tZ-~5 +" 1̂4- 

"t/%-t Ct, (nca i I ) "t~
4- Vp( -t- ̂  -f

Equations (2.19) and (2»20) are applicable to any and all 
sweep durations® Therefore, let

Ts (2*21)

Substitute equation (2*21) into (2*19) and (2®20)



E„ - ' SEbfe^ e j g (2.22)F?i -K trp, -t ̂ 3 +  ̂ 4-

Ts/rIc^ (?3 + Pp-aT] (2*23)
(r^+ rp^ ( s F?t £4 rPl -t Fe3

From equation (2.17)

Ts = s  ̂  Fe,C, (2o24)

Therefore s- .

 ̂̂ i ̂ i ̂ gj r / v 1—?g vci.. _ r?3 -n)-f-ir>̂ j
(^.+t>2) + rp/ + ies -t- ie4 ) ( 2 . 2 2 )

or.

Is - a KxQteĵ  %'cdln (2.26)

By a process of trial and error substitution, 
equation (2.26) can be satisfied. Thiis, when all values 
for equation (2.26) have been determined, the sweep 
duration is varied by changing and Gg" The linearity 
and output voltage amplitude should remain constant 
throughout the entire sweep range, as. long as the ratio 
between G^ and Gg remains constant. In order for the
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eircia.it to be raonostable and not free running^ it 
must be assured that Tg is cutoff during the entire 
normal state® For this conditi©n2

; ^  (2.27)

From figure 2.-3,,.

( 2 . 2 8 )

In the case of a triode 

:

Again from figure 2«3@ . .

C2a30)

Substitute equations •(2*28),. (2®29), (2®30) into (2.27)
and reduce® - . : •

C2»31)



2«% BISCTJSSIOU OF THE FLIBACK TIME

. As stated previously $ the time required for 
and Gg to re©over to their steady state condition re= 
presents the flyback time® It is desirable to reduce 
the f lyback time as much as possible0 Because ©f the 
complexity • involved, an equation for the flyback time 
has not been'derived* Instead, a simplified discussion 
should be adequate for this analysise Examination ©f 
the normal state equivalent circuit shows a second . 
order systemo

Based on the particular circuit parameters used 
in this circuit, the flyback voltage across 0% can be 
represented by the following general equations;

-c /'t: - V t ».
& F.a. - A». f- A\ s +  A £

From the equation, it is seen that the system 
has two different time constants, $1 and $2e In the 
present ease, Tg is large compared to and A-j_ is 
large compared to Ago ,

Then for all practical purposes, the third 
term of the equation can be neglected* It then follows 
that the flyback time constant is essentially 
T^’ is primarily dependent upon (r^% + H||_5- G'l* This
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quantity sIiqeM  fee as small as possible If a reduction 
in flyback time is importante

2<J>. DISCUSSION OF CIRCUIT PARAMETERS

The value of is determined primarily from 
the equation,, ' .

^  (2e2S)

From this equations R^ must be much larger than 
|rpx + R3 + R[j_) in order to maximize the sweep output 
voltages If this is true, the output is. practically 
dependent upon Ebb and the displacement error 63*
There are definite practical limitations in how large 
R]_ should be made® R% must remain small in comparison 
with the plate resistanee of the tube in cutoff» in 
order for the equivalent circuits to be correct^

The input impedance of the next stage must be 
large in comparison with R^ in order to prevent loadingo 
R]_ indirectly affects the flyback timeg because it has 
a direct effect on CTio. %& previously discussed^ the 
smaller the value of the smaller the flyback time«
From equation (2cl?}̂  if. the-, displacement error is held 
constants an increase in causes a corresponding decrease 
in 0,, ' ; : : : - , - ' ■ . . , ■ , ' ; . ;
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The value of Rg determlmed primarily from 

the equation (2o26)® As ean be seen, increasing R£ 
increases the sweep duration Ts. It should also be 
noted that Rg does not affect the output voltage E0«, 
Therefore, this makes a convenient parameter to vary in 
order to change.the sweep duration® There are practical 
limitations in how large Rg can be made without other 
complicationso Because Rg is the load resistor of Vg* 
it has a definite effect on the speed with which the 
circuit switches from state to stat@o The recovery time 
of the circuit is also affected®3 it general rule is to 
limit Rg to a range near the value of the plate resis
tance of the tube®

The value of R^ has an effect on the flyback 
voltage, the sweep duration, and the amplitude of the 
sweep output voltage. R^ affects the flyback voltage 
because it directly affects R̂ . In order for the circuit 
to be monostable, the conditions of equation (2*31) 
must be satisfied.

y'c.oi. R 4

If is constant, then an increase in Rj
has to be balanced by an increase in R̂ . By examination 
of equation (2.22) it is readily seen that an increase

3j0 Millman and Ho TaUb, Pulse and Digital Qircults, 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.,.19^6, pp. 130-156 ™
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in eaasea a deereas© in E0»

In summarizing/ an increase in causes E0 to 
decreases, flyback time to increasej and Tg to increase. 
Correspondinglyg a decrease in R^ causes EQ to increase^ 
flyback time to decrease# and Ts to decrease®

Certain considerations are necessary in choosing 
the proper, tube types for V]_ and V2® For «, the plate 
resistance is of prime importance and must be as small 
as possibleo This keeps, the flyback time at a minimum*

$ as described earlier in the chapter# should 
be as high as possible* The interelectrode capacitance 
should be as small as possible * & high perveance triode
is the most practical type of tube * For Vg# a high Mu 
triode with low interelectrode capacitance is preferable* 
With high gain# the switching time and recovery time 
decreases * This in turn increases the high frequency 
range of the generator*

The value of Ebb depends primarily upon the 
amplitude of the sweep output voltage necessary*

Based on the preceding discussion# and upon 
experimentation# the following component values have 
been chosen* The tube used is a dual tried© with dis
similar sections* One section is a high perveance triode# 
while the other is only a medium Mu triode* JL high Mu 
triode would be more desirable# but for space limitations 
a 6DB7 might be pref erable * 1



El = 5©K = ?60 ohms
: Eg = : Vx - Seetion 2 of 6mi
R^ = 10K V2 = Section 1 of 6DE?

, ed = .0125  ̂ '
From plate csĥ âefeeristie !carves and tube datas 

the tube parameters are:
Fpi = 9@5 ©laais = î-.l?
Pp2 - 10.2K M c»2,- 13.8

2.6 SUMMARY OF THE DESIGH PROCEDURE OF THE TUBE CIRCUIT

Specify the design requirements of the eiremit.
.u a. Sweep duration

ha Sweep linearity (displacement error) 
e. Sweep output voltage amplitude 

2® Choose the types of tubes to he used.
3. From the plate characteristic curves of the tubes 

determine the cutoff Hu and the plate resistance 
at zero grid bias®

/ Keepliigg. section 2®4 thoroughly in mlnds adjust the 
values of the circuit until equation (2.26) has been 
satisfied.

5® Substitute in equation (2<>31) to see that this is 
also satisfied. If nots adjust R^ and go back to 
step 4=

6. Solve for the sweep output amplitude from equation



(2o26)# If 0% = Gga then tti© sweep duration is easily 
adjusted by varying and .



Chapter 3

ANALYSIS AID DEVELOPMENT OP THE TMHSISTOSIZED GIBGU1T 

3,, 1 IETROWCTION .

The purpose of this chapter /is to discuss some of 
the development prohlems of the. transistor' circuits as well 
as to analyse the circuit» This circuit is designed to 
operate.on the same principle as-the tube circuitc After 
extended study and experimentation^ , the, circuit, shown in 
figure 3®1 was deveiopedo :

3.2 PE1HCIP1E OF OPEmTIQB : :

Operating as a mono stable generatorP the circuit 
has 3 stable states § the normal^ unstable^ and. timing 
state =, In the normal states Tp conducts and Tg is cutoff0 
The voltage drop across must be larger than that across 

The base to emitter junction is then reversed biased^ 
keeping Tg in cutoff® When a trigger is applied causing 
Tt to conductg this causes the base to ground voltage of 
T^ to drop low enough so that the base to emitter junction 
of T^ is reversed biasedo This cuts off T^ and the circuit 
is in its timing state® See figure 3°3 for the timing 
state equivalent circuit®
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The eireuit remains In this state until Og discharges'- 
enough so that the base to ground voltage of T^ equals 
the emitter to ground voltage of or in other words$ 
until the base to emitter voltage reaches zero. " Ihen 
this condition is met$ T^ starts to conduct and the circuit 
returns to its. normal state® The a~e equivalent circuit 
for the unstable state is shown in figure 3»4«

- The basic operational difference between the 
tube ani transistor circuit is that the collector of 
Tg is biased from a f ixed voltage developed-by a . ’ \jv : 
voltage dividing 'network* This voltage remains constant 
during the timing state*. . In the tube circuity receives 
its plate voltage primarily from the charge on Og*
This voltage varies durihg: the sweep .duration, ill in 
all,' the two circuits are very similar*

3,3 DERIVATION OF THE DESIGN EQUATIOI©

Ey examination of the equivalent circuits for 
the normal and timing state, equations (2,8)g (2,17), 
(2,18), and (2s2k) derived for the tube circuit also 
apply to the transistor circuit. Mm. equation for g, is 
all that is necessary to solve for the equation of the 
sweep output voltage. The sweep duration is the interval 
of time it takes Cbe, to reach zero volts. Therefore, 
an equation f or €be, , set equal to zero yields the sweep 
duration Tg, This requires an equation for ^which can
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be solved from the normal state equivalent circuits
In addition to these two equation;^ an equation 

for e** in the normal state mus t be known in order to 
assure monostable operation®: ■

Uhen using transistorss it is necessary t© know 
what the base current and collector currents are in 
order to determine the proper bias condition® Transistor 
biasing is covered in detail in section 3=4®

£18o9 in this ease$ equations for the collector 
to emitter voltage must be known in Order to assure that 
the maximum ratings are not exceeded®

-Making 'the: approximationsg-. - V ' . ' ;

. i-Xi) (*i +t?Q) 9

rbl «  I?, and that

ec@3_ is negligibleg the following equations can b© 
derived from the normal state equivalent circuit using 
determinants or any other method®

v __ / Rd®*FhS ^  »- .Oj - — —  --— — r-— ---------  i3ol/
, Pj

where $ ■ ' .

P| - R3+ + ( Ri + (3 0.2)

~  r-n;---- — --— --- 13*3)



e^ ”-- — • • p~- -. „ , • ■ ■ , , -. (3.51

®eb2 be positive for monostable operation.

' f K i ) - %Ĉ "3 -f ̂4.5 ~1Ab, «: ,■ — -——---- ;— -— —— —  (3.6)

i 4- fb/ '~|
x t| = —  5- —  -  (3.7)

Prom the equivalent circuit of the timing state 
the following equatidhs may be derived: ' .

U i -  ^  . (3.8)

whereg

|7-s = QffW -t- ̂  -v

h- ^  (fet (3.9)
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R-% C -f-rfa-a.) 4- Rrj %) (3oil)
Da

•c-o - ifx.t_ 'L/',r'C' (3.12)

Mhen is operating in the saturation region re2 is 
very smallo Therefore2 it has been assumed that r^g . 
is a short eireuito

The eireuit switches from the timing to the normal 
state when,

^ <2r» (3 = 13)

Therefore by substituting equations (3*12) 
and (3oil) into (3ol3). and solving for Tgs,

~f'$ - C.-Z. 'St./e n.'z. (3»1%)

But,

^ 4/ Ci (2o2ij.)
is also applicable to the transistor eireuito Therefore,

Ts =. ^ -a. (3 o 15)

If 0% - Gg ihen,

a & /f, = ^3 (3.16)



. . 3 2*

Substitute equations (2e18)9 (2.21)9 .(2*17) .into 
equation (2*8).

JE"<? — 1} &  &■<!$' (3*17)

Substitute equation (3.1) into (3®15) and reduce.

fi, , e *> *e (.** -t** -ir^T fie') (3.18)
K, • ■ . ; -

/Assuming ER^ is negligible ooiiipared to 5, s

eCe( (^m4>c) »  X (3.19)

whereg '

Y/̂  ~ Eze? ~ir 1 (3 ® 29)

3=i{. TRANSISTOR BIASING

Tg uses a straight ̂forward.-biasing system with 
current feedback stabilization. The bias on this tran
sistor must be accurately adjusted for operation.barely - 
into saturation during the timing stat©. This is ex
tremely important if fast switching and sharp transition 

• ' . r ;:: -.'■ ; v ' v -. ■. u ■ ■. vbetween the,timing and normal state is desired . From
the bias design equations', in; section 3'“§' and the curves .

' o Millman and H. Taub ̂ Pulse and Digital Oireuits.
Medraw-Hill Book Go. Inc. „ . 1956/ p. 597 ■ ■



of th© input and. output characteristics (figures 3*5 
througli 3 =,10) proper biasing ©an be determinecL 
h The biasing of transistor Tg is a little more
eom$)lieat@ia Prom the equivalent -eireiait of the normal 
state9 it is seen that the eolleetor supply voltage -varies 
daring the flyback portion of the normal state* This 
voltage is large at the beginning of the flyback and 
relatively small at the endl Because of this varying 
voltaged it is difficult to bias the transistor so that 
it is operating barely into saturation throughout the 
entire normal stateo

&t- firstg it .might seem that a self bias depend™ . 
ent upon the collector voltage is the most desirable 
typeo This type of bias is not practical when a trans
istor is operating in saturation where the collector 
voltage is small* This also does not make a good switch 
with a bias resistor between the collector and base* 
Therefores a bias with current feedback stabilization 
has been used* With this form of bias a i-̂ i remains 
relatively constant throughout the normal state* How 
the question is, how can this bias be used efficiently? 
There are two methods* The first is to adjust the bias 
so that saturation is reached at the end of the flyback 
time* ■ When this is done, T% operates as a constant 
current generator causing 0% to discharge linearily
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and. (#2 to. charge iimearilyo This method provides f ast 
triggering from normal to timing state 0 Howevers in 
a case where good holdoff characteristics are important3, 
this method might not he the most preferablea By holdoff 
characteristics is meant the ability of the eircult 
to accept high repetition rate triggers without affect^ 
ing the duration of the sweep output voltageo

The second method, is to adjust the bias so that 
saturation is reached a short time before the end of the 
flyback timeo Because the circuit is oversaturated 
during a small portion of the flyback time* there is a 
certain amount of delay in coming out of saturation when 
a trigger is applieds This seems to improve the holdoff 
characteristics of the circuite. This method also decreases 
the flyback time to a small degree <>'

In biasing Tĝ , care must be taken in order not 
to exceed the maximum collector dissipation for any 
appreciable timeo The amount of time that the collector 
dissipation can be 'Sxeeedbd Should be small .in comparison 
to the thermal time constant of .the transistorThis 
thermal time constant is the time it takes a transistor 
to recover to normal operating temperatures when the 
maximum dissipatioh has temporarily been exeeededo

Using the bias equations in section 3*S an  ̂the

%ichard Be Hurieyg ^Transistor Data for Logical 
Gircuit Dpsignf8g Bleetfonie Industries and Tele - Tech..,
Vel» 1S# .October» 1957» PP® 60=61 and pp»- 165=166



input and output characteristics shown in figures'%$' 
through 3'»10» the proper biasing can how be determined^ '

3o5 DISOUSSiOlT OP GIBGIJIf P^BAHETEBS

The 'value for %  should be as large as.possible, 
with certain limitations => The same limitations that 
applied to the tube circuit also apply to the transistor 
circuit«, Briefly$, these are input impedance of the 
following stage and the. resistance' of transistor 
in cutoff o v

The value of Bee is largely determined by the 
maximum collector to emitter voltage of the transistors 
being usedo See equations (3®!+) and (3 => 19)»

ResistorsR^g Ry@ and Rg are primarily biasing 
resistorso Their values depend on the bias operating 
points of the. transistors0 However$ the value of Ry 
has an Important effect on the circuit switching speed*
The effect can be determined by analysing the equivalent 
circuit for the unstable state*. See figure 3o4o Reg
ie c ting the effect of R& and Eg for reasons of simplicity^ 
aid assuming the is much smaller than l/h22s the 
following equation is derived*



If the loop gain is larger than one* then regen
erative switching takes plaee® The larger the loop gain 
the faster the switching speech Therefore* if R2 is made 
relatively small in comparison with X/h22 and Ej small 
in comparison with Rĵ * then the loop gain is increased®

The size of By largely determines the values for 
and Kg® Bg and have an effect on the sweep duration 

as seen from equation (3®l£)® A decrease in Eg or B^ 
decreases • Tg® ' 'also has a large effect on the Mas. of
T1< ; '■ . ' ' . '

The values for and Gg are determined by the
sweep duration* the displacement error* and the size of 
Eia ; .■■■■. " :

The following factors are important in choosing 
the proper transistors for the circuit® The maximum 
collector to emitter voltage should be as high as poss
ible® The reason for this is that this voltage largely 
determines the maximum obtainable sweep output voltage • 
from the circuit® ;;Th@ transistor should have good high 
frequency characteristics (high Ke*' and low capacitance)» 
The forward 'short circuit current amplification factor 
(hpq ) should also be as large as possible®

B ased upon the preceeding discussion and exper
imentation* the following component values have been 
chosen® ■



k3

Eee = 168 e 5 R6. = 27 K
= 50 K ' • V R7 = 680 

R2 = 19 K ' Rg =• 88 K
R3 = 10,01 E ' ©a = e©125
R^ = 2lj.O %  = = 2E167

Prom the eharaeteristie carves (figures 3o5 
throagh 3®10) art manufacturers3 information^ the follow
ing transistor parameters were used for 211167»

: r^i = 80© ¥0@ (Maximum) 3© volts
rb2 = 3»75 % hxl = 5 K
Vh22 = 37 K h21 = 8©

3®6 SXMtoRY OP THE DESICrR-PROCEDURE OP THE TRANSISTOR .
CIRCUIT

lo /Speeify the design requirement of the circuits 
2o Select the type of transistors to he used®
3, Choose the bias voltage Bec0
i{.a Check for proper bias conditions using the

input and output characteristics together
with the following bias equations 1 Equations 
t3.°@h (3dIE) and {3a8)s (3® 10)® See section 
3o3» . : -

5® Keeping section 3®A thoroughly in mind5 make 
the proper circuit adjustment to satisfy 
equations (3*5)# (3®15) and (3=16)



Substitute Into equations (3»i|- and (3«l7) 
to assure that maximum transistor voltages 
are not exceeded*
Solve for the output sweep amplitude using 
equation (3*18).
Solve f or the sweep duration using, equation
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EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL DATA

4S1 ISTRODUGTIOH

This chap ter irs sub=-divided into two parts &
The first ds , om^tho 'tube e/ireQit and the seeond :oh ; 
the transistor eireuit* Tie purpose of this chapter . 
is to verify the; itiajor design equations derived in chapters 
2 and 3s and to describe the characteristics of each 
circuito Alsoj through various experiments s the accuracy 
and limitations of these equations will be shown® Curves 
are used to show experimental and theoretical data, and 
photographs are' used to show . the various different wave 
formso A Tektronix type 514 AD oscilloscope was used 
to measure and display the various waveforms6

ij.eS EXPERIM^ QE THE TTBE CIRCUIT

In the tube circuit$ the circuit was first ad
justed for a sweep duration of IGC ŝecj, thus determining 
the resistance and capacitance values shown below» ■(See 
figure 2sl)

Ebb - 250 volts' Rh = 760
R% = 50 K C^ = Cg » 0o02 jufd

: ■ ■ ; ■ 45o - ' ■ " ' ■



= 10K = Section 2 of 6DE7
Vg = Seetion 1 of 6DE7

Biese eli’eEit value3$, unless otherwise stated 
on the data® were used throughout the experiments on the 
tub© circuits ' '

Eigure I4.0I indioates a veryy good, stability of 
the sweep duration over a wide variation in Ebb* This 
more or less verifies equation (2o26)® whieh indicates 
sweep duration is independent of Ebb® The error shown
is probably due to the change in tube parameters over
the wide'range of Ebb®

Figure indicates the accuracy of equation 
(2*22) for the sweep output voltage® The error here is 
again probably due" to the change in tube parameters over 
the wide range in Ebb®

The waveforms shown in figure %®3 indicate amp=. 
litude and shapes ©f the various circuit voltages® This 
figure is used as a standard to compare the effects of 
various circuit changes®,

In figure the only change in the circuit was 
to change the trigger repetition rate from f>®8 ke to 100 
ke® The purpose of this was to show the holdoff capabil
ities of the circuit® ia can be seens the effect on 
the sweep duration and the sweep amplitude was negligible®
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Bote the 100 ke triggers feeding in on all the waveforms 
except the plate to ground voltage of whleh represents
the output voltage of the eirsuit= This Indicates good 
isolation from the trigger circuito

- In figure 4o5s the only change in the circuit was 
to eliminate the trigger voltage and adjust for free 
running operation. The purpose of this was to show the 
difference "between a mo no stable and free running operation, 
&.s can he seens the. change in the sweep duration and sweep 
amplitude is negligible, Bote the slight difference in 
switching between normal and; timing state. The flyback 
time, in free running operation depends largely upon 
the value of

In figure %,6, 6% and Gg were changed to 0*20 
jafd and the trigger repetition rate was adjusted to 
580 ops. The purpose of this was to note any deviation 
from equation (2,26) and the change in wave shapes in a 
low frequency range, Equation (2,26) shows that the change 
in sweep duration,is linear with respect to change in 
and Gg* Therefore, with these particular values, the 
sweep duration,should theoretically be 1000 jasee* £s 
can be seen from the photographss the sweep duration is 
very close to 1000 jasee, This corresponds to the slight 
decrease in sweep amplitude due to the fact that the 
duration, is a little less than the theoretical value®



Hot© the sharp transitions between states of operation® 
fhe small error involved is probably due to the fast 
switching, time between states as compared to the sweep 
duration®

In figure. If®?;/. and G£" were changed to 0»005 ' '
#fd and the trigger repetition rate changed to 20 kc 0 
Exe purpose of this experiment is to show the effects ©f 
the circuit in a high frequency range® The sweep duration 
is a little more than 25 Msee^ which accounts for the 
slight sweep amplitude increase., notice the rounding 
effect on-the peak of the output® This is due to slow ■ 
switching time wlt|x respect to the sweep duration® 3-he 
outputs, however$, retains its linearity up to the rounded 
peak ©f the waveform®

GHARACTEHISTICS OF THE TUBE CIBCUIT

■ The input impedance of the circuit is approximately 
J|0© ohms® The circuit can be made monostable or free 
running by adjusting This affords excellent synch
ronization qualities - and;the ̂ ability:of the circuit to 
trigger from very small trigger voltages®

• The input impedance of the f ollowing s tag© must 
b© high in order to retain the calculated linearity of 
the sweep voltage® The sweep output amplitude is dir
ectly proportional to Ebb and the displacement error®
Kith a displacement error of 1®25$ and Ebb equal to 450



69.4V

49.2

Plate to Gnd. Voltage of V%

41. i1

20.lv

Cathode to Gnd. Voltage of V%

18.3^

Plate to Gnd. Voltage of V̂

0V

Cathode to Gnd. Voltage of V2

FIG. 4.3 WAVEFORMS FOR THE TUBE CIRCUIT
Time calibration 20 usee/div 
Trigger Rep. Rate 5.8 kc
Ci equals Cg •02 ufd
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69.4v

49.2v

Plate to Gnd. Voltage of

41.1v

20.1

Cathode to Gnd. Voltage of Vi

v

41.lv

7.5v

Plate to Gnd. Voltage of Vg

I8.3V

0v

Cathode to Gnd. Voltage of Vp

FIG. 4.4 WAVEFORMS FOR THE TUBE CIRCUIT
Time calibration 20 usec/dlv 
Trigger Rep. Rate 100 kc
C]_ equals C2 .02 ufd inp
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Plate tc Gnd. Voltage of

20.1

Cathode to Gnd. Volta re of V-,

Plate to Gnd. Voltage of

18.3’

0

Cathode to Gnd. Voltage of V2

FIG. [|.5 WAVEFORMS FOR THE TUBE CIRCUIT
Time calibration 20 usec/div 
Free Running R, = 7hS otims 
C-j_ equals Cg . 02 ufd uii»



Plate to GncL Voltage of V-j_ Cathode to Gnd. Voltage of V-̂

Plate to Gnd. Voltage of V2 Cathode to Gnd. Voltage of Vg

FIG. U.6 WAVEFORMS FOR THE TUBE CIRCUIT
Time calibration 200 usee/div 
Trigger Rep. Rate .$8 kc
Cl equals C2 •20 ufd ^



Plate to Gnd. Voltage of V-̂ Cathode to Gnd. Voltage of V-̂

Plate to Gnd. Voltage of Vg Cathode to Gnd. Voltage of Vg

FIG. U.7 WAVEFORMS FOR THE TUBE CIRCUIT
Time calibration 5 usec/div 
Trigger Ren. Rate 20 kc
C-i equals Co .00$ ufd vi

U|
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volts 5 the sweep oiatpmt amplitude for this circuit was 
38#75 volts» She flyback time for this circuit was approx
imately 60$ of the sweep duration®

The sweep duration stability of the circuit is 
excellent as' seen from figure k«le The range of sweep 
durations of the circuit is quite wide® The low frequency 
limitation of the circuit is not actually knowng but a 
sweep duration of 10 msec was obtained with good stab
ility® It is felt that much longer sweep durations can 
be obtained with good stability= A sweep duration of 
20 usee was attained with good holdoff characteristicso 
If the holdoff characteristics are neglected.̂  sweep 
durations in the range of 5 usee are possible®

EXPEBMITAL RESULTS OF THE TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT

In the transistor circuit, the circuit was first 
adjusted for a sweep duration of 100 usecg thus deter
mining the resistance and capacitance values shown below® 
(See figure 3®1)

Ece = l68®5 volts R5 = 27E 
El = 50 K Ry = 680
R2 « 19K Eg = @8 Z
Rg ss lOoOl Z ©{J “ O0 OI25
%  = 240 : iV %  = %  = 2R167

R/' ,RR; r A :  G'i'= Og ='0®02 ufd ; ' : ' '
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These circuit values, unless ©therwlsev stated, 

on the data, were used throughout the experiments on the 
transistor cireuito

Figure indicates the sweep duration stability
variation in Bee® This is to verify equation (3 = 114-)s
which indicates T_ is independent of Eeco Hote that with- . s
a 6^ change in Eec there was no no tic able change in 
sweep duration* At 6^ change, error started to appeare 
This error was probably due to enough change in transistor 
bias to change the transistor circuit parameters«> This 
is a good indication of the range of stability of the 
biasing circuit*

Figure %*9 indicates the accuracy of equation 
(3ol6) for the sweep output voltage$> The error here is 
probably due to the change in transistor circuit para= 
meters as the result of a change in bias©

Figure ^*11 shows the effects of changing the 
transistors from a 210,47 to a 2H35 = The reason for this 
was to show the difference between a relatively high 
frequency transistor (21167) and a low frequency transistor 
(2135)= This also shows the ability of the circuit 
to tolerate different transistors disregarding biasing*
From the photographs it is seen that the switching and 
transition between states is slower using the 2135 
transistor*' This difference is most evident from the
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30.6

Collector to Gnd. Voltage of

3 1.1*'

17.6

Emitter to Gnd. Voltage of

v

Collector to Gnd. Voltage of Emitter to Gnd. Voltage of T£

FIG. It. 10 WAVEFORMS FOR TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT
Time calibration 20 usee/div 
Trigger Rep. Rate 6.8 kc
Transistor type 2N167
C-j_ equals Cg . 02 ufd o



Collector to GncL Voltage of Emitter to Gnd. Voltage of

Emitter to Gnd. Voltage of T

FIG. l|.ll WAVEFORMS FOR TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT
Time calibration 20 usee/div 
Trigger Ren. Rate 6.8 kc
Transistor type 2N35
C^ equals C2 .02 ufd



Collector to GncU Voltage of Emitter to G-nd. Voltage of

Collector to Gnd. Voltage of T, Emitter to Gnd. Voltage of T

FIG. 14.12 WAVEFORMS FOR TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT
Time calibration 20 usee/div 
Trigger Rep. Rate 100 kc
Transistor Type 2N167
Ci equals Cp .02 ufdC. <|X10



Collector to Gnd. Voltage of T-̂ Emitter to Gnd. Voltage of

Collector to Gnd. Voltage of T imitter to Gnd. Voltage of T

FIG. 4.13 WAVEFORMS FOR TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT
Time calibration 20 usee/div 
Free Running Rj, = 180 ohms 
Transistor type 2N16?
C]_ equals O2 .02 ufd



Collector to G-ncL Voltage of T-̂ Emitter to Gnd. Voltage of T-̂

Collector to Gnd, Voltage of T, Emitter to Gnd. Voltage of T.

FIG. I+.IU WAVEFORMS FOR TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT
Time calibration 200 usec/div 
Trigger Rep. Rate .68 kc
Transistor type 2N16?
C^ equals C^ .20 ufd



Collector to G-ncU Voltage of Emitter to Gnd. Voltage of

Emitter to Gnd, Voltage of TCollector to Gnd, Voltage of T

FIG. 4,15 WAVEFORMS FOR TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT
Time calibration 5 usee/div 
Trigger Rep. Rate 25 kc
Transistor type 2N16?
Ĉ  equals Cp .005 ufd



waveforms of tihe collector to ground voltage of Tg*
Also note that the sweep amplitude and duration were 
not greatly affected* ,

Figure l|.* 12 displays the holdoff capabilities 
of the eireuit by changing the repetition rate from'6*9 
ke to 100 ke* From the photos^ it is seen that the ehange 
in sweep duration and amplitude is negligible*

In figure l|e13s the trigger voltage was omitted 
and the eireuit adjusted for free running operation®
From the photographs, it is seen that the sweep amplitude 
and duration increased a small amount® This is probably 
due to change in bias of transistor Tg* The change in 

from 2l|.0 ohms to 180 ohms causes Tg to operate further 
into saturation® Mote the rounding corner on the emitter 
to ground voltage of Tg as it switches from the normal 
t© the timing state® This effect becomes more and more 
pronounced the further the transistor is operated into

Figure Ij.® 11$. displays the circuit effects in the 
low frequency range® and Gg were changed to 0.20 
.jttfd and the repetition rate was adjusted to 680 cps®
From the photographs it is seen that the sweep duration 
is 1000 jusee, but the sweep amplitude has decreased a 
small amount® The switching time between states is very 
fast as compared to the sweep duration®



Figure displays- the circuit effects in the
high frequency range«, and Og were adjusted to 0e005
jafd and the trigger repetition rate was adjusted to 25> kCe 
The,,sweep, duration was decreased a small amount from the 
theoretieaj. 2f> jasee® value® The sweep amplitude like= 
wise decreased*, Eote the rounding of the peaks; and 
the switching ti.m@ in comparison with the sweep duration® 
Mote the delay involved in triggering the circuit from 
the normal state to the timing state® This is most 
evident in the waveform of emitter to.ground voltage of 
Tg® This delay is probably due to T^ operatic into 
saturation® This causes a certain delay, in coming out 
of saturation®

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT

The input impedance of the circuit is approximately 
500 ohms® The circuit; can be made monos table or free 
running by adjusting This affords excellent synch
ronization qualities and the ability of the circuit to 
trigger from small trigger voltages®

The input impedance of the following stage must 
be high in order to retain the calculated linearity of 
the sweep voltage® The sweep amplitude is directly 
proportional t© See and the displacement error9 however 
the maximum amplitude is limited to the maximum collector 
to emitter voltages of the transistor being used® With a
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maximmti collector to emitter voltage of 30 voltss a 
displacement error of l025 ;̂l!cc equal to 16? = 5 volts; the 
sweep output voltage of the circuit was 13*% volts»
The flyback time for the circuit is approximately 2$% 
of,the sweep duration©

The sweep duration stability of the circuit is 
excellent as seen from figure 4«8© The range of sweep 
duration of the circuit is quite wide© The low freq
uency of the circuit is not actually known* but a duration 
of 1® msec was obtained with good stability© JL factor 
which might affect the low frequency limitation of this 
circuit is the thermal time constant of the transistor© 
This is true only if the transistor is biased in a region 
exceeding the maximum collector dissipation during the 
flyback state© Refer,to section 3©3o

il sweep duration of 20 jaseq'was attained with 
good holdoff characteristics© If holdoff characteristics 
are neglected* sweep durations in the range of R usee 
are possible©



Chapter 5*

SUMMARY

A step by step design procedure has been out
lined in section 2.5 and section 3.6. If great care is 
taken in determining the respective tube and transistor 
parameters used in the circuits, the sweep output dur
ation for the tube and transistor circuit can be calcul
ated to within 3$ and 1% respectively. The sweep out
put voltage amplitudes of the tube and transistor circuit 
can be calculated to within 2$ and 10% respectively.

In comparing the tube circuit with the transistor 
circuit, each circuit has certain advantages over the 
other. The advantages of the tube circuit over the 
transistor circuit as as follows: (l) the design is
less complex in the tube circuit, (2) a much larger sweep 
voltage amplitude is attainable in the tube circuit, and 
(3) the sweep duration of the tube circuit remains constant 
over a much broader change in B+ voltage.

The advantages of the transistor circuit over the 
tube circuit are as follows: (l) no filament voltage is 
necessary, (2) the power comsumption is much less in the 
transistor circuit, (3) the physical space requirements 
of the transistor circuit are much less, (4) the flyback

69
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time is approximately l/3 that of the tube circuit. For 
comparison purposes» the transistor circuit may be eora= 
pared to a transistor sweep circuit described in the July3 
1957# issue of Electronic Equipment0 Both circuits use 
two transistors, and are similar in that they both are of 
the multivibrator sweep type® The amplitude of the sweep 
voltage generated in both circuits is limited by the 
maximum collector to emitter voltage of the transistors 
used® Using the same maximum collector to emitter voltage 
and the same linearity in each circuit, the sweep circuit 
developed for this thesis Is capable of generating 
approximately seven times the sweep output amplitude of 
the other circuit® The flyback time of the two circuits 
is approximately the same® Sweep duration range cannot 
be compared becetuse the range of the comparison circuit is 
not known® Together with the excellent sweep duration 
stability and the relatively large sweep' voltage amplitude, 
it is felt that the circuit developed for this thesis 
has a great deal more to offer®

feature of the tube circuit is the stability of the 
sweep duration with large Changes in B+ voltage® The 
most important feature of the transistor circuit is the 
relatively large sweep amplitude compared to other trans
istor circuits and its excellent sweep duration stability®

Sweep Giroua u , SiAeu ux-uaiag jaquApmeuv, v ua® p, eJuxy, xvp (

In conclusion, it is felt that, the most important

Josenh Ghernof
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